Reasonable network models are abstracted from the mobile ad hoc sensor network for the real road traffic system, and the connectivity of one-dimension (1-D) and two-dimension (2-D) networks are discussed separately by percolation theory. In the twodimension (2-D) network, a novel connectivity strategy, the pointbased coverage strategy, is introduced. Then through simulation experiments reasonable transmission radiuses of wireless nodes in real traffic network are obtained.
INTRODUCTION
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) combine many advanced technologies including information, communication and sensor to facilitate the transportation management. Sensors have become the "nerve ending" of vehicles, and users can obtain more information about roads through the Inter-Vehicles Communication (IVC), such as projects of CarTALK and FleetNet in EU, PATH in USA and DEMO2000 in Japan. In our ad hoc sensor network for ITS, there is only a vague idea of the number of nodes and the shape/size of the deployment region, but the expected node density is approximately known. Under the situation, percolation is the best research model. Percolation theory was introduced by BroadBent et al. as a mathematical model to study the flow of fluid in random media. Dousse et al. [1] [2] analyzed the connectivity of ad hoc/sensor networks, and found the critical value of λ . In this paper, we use dynamic percolation theory to research the connectivity of our networks. The paper is structured as follows. Models are presented in Section 2. In Section 3, we study the characteristic of connecting in 1-D and 2-D dynamic random networks, and introduce a novel coverage strategy, the pointbased coverage strategy. Section 4 presents simulations and concludes of the connectivity of road vehicular network for Shanghai on our simulation platform.
MODELS
On the traffic map of Shanghai, we notice that national roads and provincial roads have less turnoff and are not congested, and vehicles on these roads drive straight for a long time. These roads have an almost 1-D shape (See Fig.1(a) ). In downtown areas, roads are dense and these regions present a quite random traffic of 2-D plane (See Fig.1(b) 
CONNECTIVITY 3.1 1-D Dynamic random network
Theorem 1: The probability that there exists a "gap" between two consecutive nodes in 1-D dynamic random network is strictly greater than zero.
Proof: Defining ϕ to be the event that a "gap" appears between two consecutive nodes in 1-D static extended random networks.
The probability that event ϕ occurs in 1-D static network is one.
In [2] , given the initial node placement and the random mobility model, at any time t , the locations of the sensors still form a P.P.P of the same density. Therefore, the fraction of the area covered at time t remains the same as in the initial configuration. So 
Point-Based Coverage Strategy
We introduce a novel definition of connecting in 2-D networks: point-based coverage strategy, which is suitable for car networks. We discuss the property of point-based coverage by percolation theory. We map our network model to a bond percolation model as [1] (see Fig.2 ).The average number of nodes is equal to n in extended network. The number of cells in D is
Then the probability that a cell contains at least one node is 
SIMULATION AND CONCLUSION
We define the fraction of connectivity in a simulation region as following:
{ } max the number of nodes in each cluster the total number of nodes in network p = .
The results of simulation show two factors affect the fraction of connectivity: the density of vehicles λ and the transmission radius.
The results in Fig.3(a) show that full connectivity may occur in .05, i.e. the total number of vehicles on the road is 1600 and 800, respectively. Fig.3(b) shows with the increase of transmission radius or density of vehicles, the connectivity ratio p increases, especially when the density is larger, the curve changes abrupt. A little increase of radius can reach high ratio of connectivity. We also simulate the point-based coverage, choosing the center of Wujiaochang as the given point to test the area covered by the point. The results of these tests show that due to the limit of the number of mobile nodes, the percolation cannot occur in real 2-D wireless network, however, with certain density, little change of radius induces a great shift of connectivity.
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